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WHY LTA?

Are live events accessible for all? The number of real-time
intralingual subtitlers has risen in last years, but most of
these professionals have a partially-specialized training or
no training at all.
There is no clear or recognised professional status of realtime subtitlers and the provision of such services across
Europe in eneven and its quality is insufficient or even
uncontrolled (EFHOH 2015).
AIM
LTA will provide a certifed, flexible and harmonised modular curriculum of the experts in realtime intralingual subtitling, with a focus on four working contexts: cultural events, broadcast,
parlimentary assemblies, educational environments. It will create open-access training materials.
RESULTS SEPTEMBER 2018-OCTOBER 2019
1. Survey on real-time intralingual subtitling training and practice: 121 participants all over the world.
2. Interviews to experts on audiovisual translation training and practice in academic contexts, and
on simultaneous interpreting, respeaking and velotyping in professional contexts.
3. Skills cards for two new profiles: respeaker and velotypists in four working contexts: cultural
events, broadcast, parlimentary assemblies, educational environments.
NEXT STEPS NOVEMBER 2019-AUGUST 2021
4. Curriculum design. LTA will design a university curriculum, a course in vocational training and
a curriculum for a MOOC.
5. Open educational resources development and assessment. LTA will create and assess
training materials which will be free and in different languages.
6. Certification. LTA will provide a certification according to the ECQA standards.

Website: www.ltaproject.eu
Facebook and Twitter: @LTA_EUproject
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